NIH FUNDING FOR NEUROSCIENCE RESEARCH

Government funding is split into 12 Appropriations Bills, developed every year

Learn about where NIH funding comes from ➤ HERE
Learn more about appropriations bills ➤ HERE

Labor, Health & Human Services, and Education Appropriation

The entire FY2017 NIH budget comes from this bill’s funds
$34 billion for NIH
Over 80% of the NIH budget goes to grant-funded extramural research

Who receives NIH funding?
Institutions in all 50 states receive NIH funding annually

What are our goals for future NIH funding?

What does that funding support in neuroscience?

In addition to special programs, NIH funded 26,000 R01 grants in 2016

$147 MILLION NIAA GRANTS
$146 MILLION BRAIN INITIATIVE
$1.2 BILLION EARLY CAREER FUNDING
$636 MILLION TRAINING GRANTS FOR INSTITUTIONS

additional funding from NASA, DARPA, IARPA

Find out more about federal funding for neuroscience research ➤ HERE
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